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Viega Showcases New MegaPress®G Sizes and FKM Sealing Elements at AHR
ORLANDO, Fla. (Feb. 3, 2020) – Larger sizes in MegaPress®G pipe fittings and new FKM sealing elements are the highlights
of Viega LLC’s participation at AHR Expo in Orlando, Feb. 3-5.

Viega is introducing MegaPressG fittings in sizes 2½" to 4" to complete the MegaPressG fittings lineup, which now offers
fittings from ½" to 4" approved for use in gas and fuel oil applications. And it’s the only system on the market that allows
secure press connections on gas lines 2½" to 4" in 16 seconds or less. See the MegaPressG release in the press kit for more
information.

Viega also will introduce a new MegaPress 316 FKM line and new sizes for its MegaPress FKM line. See the FKM release in
the press kit for more information.

In addition, Viega will have displays and information concerning its other products and services, as well as experts who can
explain and answer questions. Stop by booth #1943 to learn more.

###

About Viega
The Viega Group, with a tradition of innovation for 120 years, has more than 4,000 employees worldwide and is among the
leading manufacturers of pipe fitting installation technology. In metal press systems for industrial, commercial and residential
projects, the company is the global market leader. In the U.S., Viega LLC employs over 650 people and offers more than
3,000 products. These include Viega ProPress® for copper and stainless, Viega MegaPress® for carbon steel and stainless
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pipe, the Viega PureFlow® System including PEX and fittings in high-performance polymer and Zero Lead bronze, as well as
MegaPress CuNi and SeaPress® systems for marine applications. Viega also specializes in the design, production and
installation of radiant heating and cooling systems, and offers Viega Flushing System Technology including carriers and flush
plates. For more information, visit viega.us.
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